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Many places around the world experience very 
powerful earthquakes, so they have to make sure that 
their buildings are designed to stay standing while the 
ground is shaking. 

Engineers in places like San Francisco in North America 
and Taiwan have designed some very clever buildings 
that can respond to earthquakes and stay standing to 
keep the people inside and around them safe. 

One of the key things a building 
has to be able to do during an 
earthquake is be flexible. If a 
building is made of very stiff and rigid 
materials, it will collapse easily when 
an earthquake strikes, however if the 
building can move or wobble a little 
bit, it is less likely to fall down.

A brilliant example of this is the general 
hospital in San Francisco, which was 
designed based on a wobbly bowl of jelly!! 

When an earthquake causes the ground 
to shake, the San Francisco General 
Hospital wobbles from side to side, thanks 
to the flexible materials it is made from. 
Once the earthquake ends, the building 
stops wobbling around!
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The Taipei 101 Skyscraper in Taiwan is another 
example of brilliant earthquake-resistant engineering. 

It has a huge ball (called a mass damper) hanging 
inside the tower that swings back and forth like the 
pendulum inside a grandfather clock. This balances 
out the movement from the ground shaking so the 
building can stay standing and does not collapse.

For a video of the mass damper moving 
inside the tower, follow this link! This 
focuses on how the tower would react 
to a typhoon (very strong winds) but the 
same movement would happen during 
tremors from an earthquake. 

Design your own earthquake resistant building
Why not try to design your own earthquake resistant building? There are lots of things to think 
about, so take a look at the tips below!

Features of earthquake resistant buildings: 
• Can be pyramid or triangle shaped. This shape can withstand pressure from all sides, so is 

good at staying stable during earthquake tremors.
•  steel and concrete building materials to allow for flexibility, 
• rubber foundations to absorb some of the energy from the earthquake and reduce the 

shaking on the building
• Foundations that are buried deep into the ground!
• Mass damper 

Taipei 101 Tower

Mass damper inside Taipei 101 Tower
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Tag us in your earthquake resistant designs 
@ourdynamicearth on Twitter!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dd5WqmWIRzw
https://twitter.com/ourdynamicearth

